Introduction and Results
Let mðdxÞ be a stable distribution on R d with exponent 0 < a < 2. Its logcharacteristic function CðzÞ :¼ log Ð The non-degeneracy of m means Span Spt m ¼ R d and it is equivalent to Span Spt l ¼ R d , where Spt m (resp. Spt l) is a support of m (resp. l) and for a set S H R d , Span S is a linear subspace of R d spanned by S (cf. [3] ).
In the present paper we would like to investigate the asymptotic behavior of pðrsÞ as r ! y for each direction s A S dÀ1 under the following assumption. and Span Spt l ¼ R d ;
that is, the support of l is only finitely many points which linearly spans R d .
Note that we always denote vectors as s ð jÞ ¼ ðs ð jÞ 1 ; . . . ; s ð jÞ d Þ. In the one-dimensional case the asymptotic behavior of pðyÞ as y ! Gy is well-known as follows. If l has mass at fþ1g, then pðyÞ @ CðaÞ y À1Àa as y ! þy, with some constant CðaÞ > 0 which is determined by a and lðfG1gÞ. Also if l does not have mass at fÀ1g, then pð yÞ ¼ 0 if and only if y a 0 and 0 < a < 1. Moreover
1 < a < 2 ) pð yÞ @ CðaÞ 0 jyj ð2ÀaÞ=ð2aÀ2Þ exp½Àgjyj a=ðaÀ1Þ ðy ! ÀyÞ;
where constants CðaÞ 0 ; c; g > 0 are determined by a and lðfÀ1gÞ (cf. [2] ).
Note that for positive functions f ðrÞ; gðrÞ of r b 1, f ðrÞ @ gðrÞ ðr ! yÞ means lim r!y f ðrÞ=gðrÞ ¼ 1.
In the two-dimensional case and in some special cases of three-dimension, we gave the asymptotic behavior of pðrsÞ in [1] .
In this paper we give the asymptotic behavior of pðrsÞ in the general dimension d b 1. For each n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; d, let That is, s A TðnÞ means s can be expressed by a linear sum of just n-number of independent vectors of Tð1Þ ¼ Sð1Þ ¼ fs ð1Þ ; s ð2Þ ; . . . ; s ðdþmÞ g with positive coe‰cients and it can not be by less than n-number of independent vectors with positive coe‰cients (note that s may be also expressed by more than n-number of independent vectors with positive coe‰cients). Let Int SðdÞ denote the interior of SðdÞ in S dÀ1 and for r b 1, Theorem 1. Under Assumption 1, the following hold with some constants Cða; sÞ > 0, 0 < C 1 a C 2 , g 1 > g 2 > 0 which are independent of r b 1.
(i) Let 0 < a < 1. If s A TðnÞ V Int SðdÞ for some n ¼ 1; . . . ; d, then pðrsÞ @ Cða; sÞr Ànð1þaÞ as r ! y. If s B Int SðdÞ, then pðrsÞ ¼ 0 for all r b 0.
(ii) Let 1 a a < 2. If s A TðnÞ for some n ¼ 1; . . . ; d, then pðrsÞ @ Cða; sÞr Ànð1þaÞ as r ! y. If s B SðdÞ, then C 1 h a ðg 1 rÞ a pðrsÞ a C 2 h a ðg 2 rÞ for all r b 1.
It is possible to determine the constant Cða; sÞ exactly. We shall give a more detailed result at the end of the next section (see Theorem 2) . From the above result the following is immediately obtained. 
Moreover by h t Q À1 w; yi ¼ hw; Q À1 yi we have 
and let p j ðyÞ be the one-dimensional a-stable density corresponding to C j ðtÞ. Then p j ð yÞ is a C y function satisfying the following: p j ðyÞ @ C j ðaÞ y À1Àa as y ! þy. p j ðyÞ ¼ 0 if and only if y a 0, 0 < a < 1. Moreover
1 < a < 2 ) p j ð yÞ @ C j ðaÞ 0 jyj ð2ÀaÞ=ð2aÀ2Þ exp½Àg j j yj a=ðaÀ1Þ ðy ! ÀyÞ:
Here constants C j ðaÞ; C j ðaÞ 0 ; c j ; g j > 0 are determined by a and lðfs ð jÞ gÞ. In fact, in general, ifp pðxÞ is a d-dimensional density with a log-characteristic functionC CðzÞ :¼ C Q ðzÞ À C j ðhz; Q À1 s ð jÞ iÞ, then Hence we have (2.1).
Let p ðdÞ ðxÞ
When s A TðnÞ, we define a family of indexes 
. We also set p 
We first show the latter half of each result of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.
(i) If 0 < a < 1 and s B Int SðdÞ, then pðrsÞ ¼ 0 for r b 0.
(ii) If 1 a a < 2 and s B SðdÞ, then C 1 h a ðg 1 rÞ a pðrsÞ a C 2 h a ðg 2 rÞ for all r b 1, where 0 < C 1 a C 2 < y, g 1 > g 2 > 0 are independent of r b 1. Next in order to show the first half of each (i), (ii) in Theorem 1, it su‰ces to show Theorem 2. We always assume s A TðnÞ for some n ¼ 1; . . . ; d (and s A Int SðdÞ if 0 < a < 1). Then by using a regular linear transformation, we may also assume that s ¼ s 1 e ð1Þ þ Á Á Á þ s n e ðnÞ with s 1 > 0; . . . ; s n > 0.
Proof
Proof of Theorem 2. Let e > 0 be a su‰ciently small number such that For instance, if s j > 0, then p j ðrs j G eÞ @ p j ðrs j Þ as r ! y, e # 0 by p j ðrÞ @ C j ðaÞr À1Àa as r ! y.
In the case k ¼ 0, the corresponding term satisfies ð j y 1 j<er ...; n ð0; . . . ; 0Þ is given by the above formula). When 1 a a < 2, p j ðyÞ is strictly positive and continuous. Hence it is evident. When 0 < a < 1, we also assumed s A Int SðdÞ. By p j ðyÞ ¼ 0 for y a 0, p ? 1;...; n ð0; . . . ; 0Þ is equal to
The following lemma ensure p ? 1;...; n ð0; . . . ; 0Þ > 0 by p j ðyÞ > 0 for y > 0 and the continuity of p j ðyÞ. 
On
. . . ; qÞ, we havê 
In this case by the same way as above, we havê In the case k b 1, it is possible to show the following Claim 1. If k a n and fh ð j 1 Þ ; . . . ; h ð j k Þ g are linearly independent, then let We show Claim 1. If y j a Àer, then p dþ j ðy j Þ has an exponential decay and ð (Claim 2) If 1 a k a n and J j 1 ;...; j k 0 q, then ð y j 1 ber
as r ! y, e # 0, bounded and pointwise in jvj a e 0 r. Otherwise, i.e., if k > n or J j 1 ;...; j k ¼ q, then it is oðr Ànð1þaÞ Þ as r ! y for any small e > 0. Here In the following we always use the same notation C > 0 as constants which are independent of r b 1. They may be di¤erent in each line.
Let k 0 > n. By using change of variables it is easy to see that ð
where C is independent of r b 1 and ð y k 0 þ1 ; . . . ; y k Þ. Hence we have, by
¼ oðr Ànð1þaÞ Þ as r ! y by k 0 > n:
Next let k 0 a n. We first show the above term is Oðr where d > 0 is independent of r b 1 and
We shall give the proof in the next section. By this lemma we have ð
Here we may assume d > e 0 > 0 by taking a su‰ciently small e > 0 from the beginning. If rs À P k s¼1 y s h ðsÞ A C 
where d 0 ¼ d À e 0 > 0 and k Á k ¼ k Á k y denotes the supremum norm. Hence the corresponding term has an exponential decay. Next if
ðrÞ V H e ðrÞ for some fi 1 ; . . . ; i k 0 g A I k 0 and fi k 0 þ1 ; . . . ; i n gHfi 1 ; . . . ; i k 0 g c , then by using change We show the asymptotic behavior ð3:1Þ. From the above estimate, it is enough to consider the case 1 a k ¼ k 0 a n and We give the proof in the next section. We may also assume d > e 0 > 0 by taking a su‰ciently small e > 0 from the beginning. Denote x ¼ ðx 1 ; . . . ; x d Þ :¼ rs À P k s¼1 y s h ðsÞ . We can consider the following two cases. as r ! y for any small e > 0. 9
Proofs of Key Lemmas
We give the proofs of Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. First we give a fundamental result. The following result may be intuitively obvious at least for d a 3. 
Proof. We use the induction on k 0 and k need not be a basis of Span B (because by the assumption of the induction, it can be retaken as a basis). We have 
It is enough to consider the case t b 1 and we may assume
by changing the order of s ¼ 1; . . . ; t, if necessary. Thus
When b 1 a 1, the claim follows. When In order to show (4.4), by the same way as in the last claim of the previous proof, it is enough to show that ðH V R
